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The Conquests of Cortez
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BUILDINGS THAT TELL US OF MEXICO'S VANISHED CIVILIZATIONS
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Of the buildings of the ancient Aztecs few remains exist, so thorough was the destruction wrought by Cortez and his men.
But we can get an idea of the superb structures of the Aztec builders from the many ruins of Maya architecture still standing
in Yucatan, for the Mayas bore many striking resemblances to the Aztecs in art and customs. This is a picture of the
so-called Nunnery. or Palace at Chichen.. Itza. Elaborate carved work embellishes the entire fa~ade. In the centre is the
figure of a god.
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Chinese. Their ealendar dated from the 7th practice, which they claimed had won the favour
of their gods and brought them power ancl. greatcentury.
Yet over all this learning and love of beauty ness. Cortez overthrew their empire and the
paintings and inserip·
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once stood on the site now occupied by the civic centre of
temple m the centre Mexico City. It is believed to have served as an altar on con fed eracy, but
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